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This invention relates to a snap-on type deck chair 
canvas, and to the method of making same. 
An object of the invention is to provide a snap-on 

type deck chair canvas for attachment to the frame 
elements of a deck chair. . 

Another object of the invention is to provide lengths 
of ?exible deck chair canvas with snap fasteners for en 
abling the opposite ends thereof to be secured in loop 
fashion to and around a support or frame element for 
thereby securely though detachably anchoring the ends 
of the canvas to the support element. 
A further object of the invention is to provide ;the 

ends of deck chair canvas with rows of laterally spaced 
separable snap-on fasteners, for enabling the canvas to 
be readily secured to and/or quickly detached from the 
frame elements of a deck chair. By using my deck 
chair canvas it is now but a simple task to replace the 
worn canvas of deck chair assemblies by attaching new 
canvas to the frame elements of the chair assembly, by , 
merely connecting the separable portions of'snap type 
fasteners. 

Still a. further object of the invention is to provide a 
snap-on type deck chair canvas having the hereinabove 
described characteristics wherein the snap fasteners are 
secured to the canvas in such a manner as to preclude 
said fastener elements from touching the body of a per 
son seated in a deck chair provided with canvas em 
bodying the teachings of the present invention. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a deck 

chair canvas the ends of which are provided with sep 
arable snap fasteners which are rendered invisible when 
the canvas has been attached to the frame elements of 
a deck chair. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
method of anchoring the respective portions of sep 
arable fasteners relative to the ends of a deck chair 
canvas. 
A further object of the invention is to provide canvas 

attachment means in the form of separable snap fasten 
ers which are so constructed and so arranged relative to 
the canvas as to preclude their being accidentally or 
unintentionally separated after having been connected. 

These and other objects are attained by the means 
described herein and as disclosed in the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

Fig. l is a perspective view of the rear of a typical 
deck chair provided with snap-on type canvas strips 
embodying the teachings of the present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the front of the chair 
of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the lower 
end of the chair back as seen in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 showing the rela 
tionship of the various‘parts when a load has been ap 
plied to the back and seat panels of the chair. 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken on line 5—5 of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 6 is a sectional view similar to Fig. 5 but illus 

trating the fasteners in separated position. ' 
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Fig. 7 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the lower 
right corner of Fig. 3 showing the snap fastener por 
tions in separated position. 

Fig. 8 is a sectional view taken on line 8—-8 of Fig. 1. 
At the outset it should be clearly understood that the 

present invention has been illustrated in connection with 
the canvas strips of a conventional or typical deck chair, 
however such relationship is exemplary rather than re 
strictive in nature, since the present invention is equal 
ly adapted to the canvas strips for any type of chair 
like structure having pairs of parallel supporting ele 
ments to which the ends of canvas strips are adapted 
to be secured. 

With particular reference now to Figs. 1 and 2, the 
numerals 10, 12 and 14 denote generally three canvas 
strips the opposite ends of each of which are secured 
to parallel support or frame elements 11, 13, 15, 17, 
19, 21 and 23, respectively. 

Heretofore it has been customary to secure the ends 
of canvas strips relative to their respective frame ele 
ments by ?rst tacking the ends of the strips directly to 
the frame elements and of then wrapping the canvas 
around the frame elements for securely anchoring the 
end thereof to vthe frame element. This mode of at 
tachment rendered it most di?icult, if not impossible, 
for owners of deck chairs, and the like, to remove the 
canvas strips for purposes of cleaning, storage and/or 
replacement. 

Another manner in which the ends of canvas strips have 
heretofore been anchored to the frame elements of deck 
chairs has been to provide a permanently closed loop or 
hem in the ends of the canvas strips for the reception of 
the structural elements of the deck chair. Quite obviously 
canvas strips thus secured to the structural elements of 
a chair could not be removed without at least partially 
disassembling the chair in order that the support elements 
could be removed from the permanently closed loops in 
the end of the canvas strips. 
The primary object of the present invention is to pro 

vide strips of canvas the ends of which are provided with 
snap-type separable fasteners which when fastened will 
provide a closed loop in the ends of'the strip, thereby 
facilitating attachment of the canvas strips to the frame 
elements of adeck chair. The invention likewise com 
prehends the particular manner in which the separable 
elements or portions which collectively comprise the snap 
fasteners are secured to the ends of the canvas strips 
whereby they will not become separated incident to the 
application of loads, to the said strips. The invention 
further comprehends the mounting of the component parts 
of separable snap fasteners to the ?exible canvas strips or 
panels in such a manner as to enable'them to be easily 
opened or separated, without requiring the use of special 
tools, incident to the application of an opening pressure 
applied in a particular quadrant of the snap fasteners. 
With particular reference now to Figs. 5, 6 and 8, the 

numeral 20 denotes the front face and the numeral 22 the 
rear face of canvas strip 10. 
A row of the socket-portions 30 of each of a plurality 

of snap-type separable fasteners are secured directly to 
and along the end of the canvas strip with the open part 
of the socket portion facing outwardly of the rear face 
22. In the preferred embodiment of the invention the 
socket portions 30 extend through the canvas strip and 
through a reinforcing strip which may, if desired, be 
formed by folding the end of the strip upon itself as at 
40, thence back upon itself as at 42, for thereby providing 
a reinforced edge, note Fig. 6. 
The stud portions 50 of the snap fasteners are secured 

directly to a reinforcing or carrier strip denoted generally 
by the numeral 52, said strip preferably comprising four 
plies of material which may, if desired, be similar to the 
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material from which strips 10,312 and 14 are fabricated. 

Carrier strip 52.is permanently fastened vto rear.face..22 . 
in spaced parallelism with the, end 54 of the canvas strip 
such as by means’ of stitching denoted‘generally ‘by the 
numerals '56. As clearly" evident ‘from Van inspection of 
Figs;i5',56 and 8; no partiof ‘the socket portions extends 
through or is visible’ through frOnt'facesZt) of jthe'canvfas 
Sail”... .. With particular reference now to Fig. 3, the broken 
lines X—Y—Z‘de?ne'a“quadrant of the‘socket portion . 
30~of the fastener ‘elements, ‘which is so" constructed'and 
arranged as to effectively "resist lateral'separatlon'except 
in response to the' applieation'of opposing “axial forces ‘In 

words,. the socket and stud portions ‘are constructed and 
arranged whereby to effectively resist separation incident 
to the application of opposing forces in planes at substan 
tial right angles vvith"common axis ~J-"—-'_J,- see Fig.’ 8, 
through the stud, and‘ socket portions. The present ‘inven 
tion is neither directed to nor concerned with the particu 
lar structural details of such fastener means, which are 
commercially available, being .-known, to the trade as 
“Lift—A-Dot” type of separable fasteners. 
With further vreference'to'l?ig. 3, itiwill be noted that 

the quadrant de?nedby broken lines X—Y--’Z is bisected 
by a line normal ,to the forces applied to the connected - 
portions of the fasteners by a loadsupported on the front 
face of the canvas‘ strip. The dot within ‘the apex of‘ 
quadrant X~Y—Z oflFig. 3 is on a line which bisects 
said quadrant, said dot indicating the center thereof. 
The use of separable fasteners secured to the ends of 

canvas strips provides quick, easy means for securely 
anchoring the ends of the strips relative to the frame ele 
ments of a chair whereby accidental or unintentional sepa 
ration of the fastener portions'is positively precluded 
incident to the application’ of loads onto the canvas strips 
since, as a matter of fact, the greater the load applied to 
the canvas strips, the greater will be the force by which 
the respective socket and stud portions of the individual 
fasteners are locked together. ' 

The canvas strips may be quickly removed from the 
chair frame incident to application of a lifting force 
applied to the socket portions 30 within the quadrant 
de?ned, in Fig.3, by the lines X-—Y—-Z. ‘ 
From the foregoing, it will be noted that I have pro 

vided simple yet highly effective means for enabling a 
canvas strip to be‘ quickly securedto and removed from ' 
a chair frame by means of separable snap fasteners secured 
to the ends of the strips as heretofore indicated. 
What is claimed is: ' ' ' ' 

1., In a deck chair having a pair of spaced, parallel 
frame uprights connected at one end by an upper hori 
zontal frame member and at the other end by a lower 
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horizontal frame member to provide a back rest frame 
work, .a . pair .of-horizontal side-.members extending ‘for 
wardly from the lower ends ,of said uprights, a forward 
frame member interconnecting the forward ends of said 
side members to de?ne therewith a seat framework, a 
length of canvas adapted to extend between said upper 
frame member and said forward frame member and hav 
ing a medial portion adapted ‘to, be disposed adjacent said 
lower frame memberto provide auseat‘and back rest, each 
end of the canvas having 'a row ‘of socket portions of a 
plurality of snan-typesfastqnerst .s¢.<;.1.1r_i=.d..-.ths.r.ew and a 
row of stud portions secured ~thereto in__spaced relation 
to the socket portions, the’imarg'in’al'end' portions of the 
canvas being adaptedltobelqlopediaboutpthe associated 
upper and forward "frame members with the studs en 
gaged in the sockets to ?lmly secure such end portions 
to the stated frame member, and a strip of material 
secured along one longitudinal vedge to said_med_ial por 
tion of "the'caiivas and v'aizl'alpted' to‘ibe ‘looped about said 
lower frame ‘member, said strip and said medial portion 
having: 'eooperable "snap-"type ' ‘ fastener“ v‘portions secured 
thereto" and'intereng'aged with each 'jo'thfe'r to ?rmly secure 
said medial portion to the ‘lower frame" member. ' ' 

'2.“ In ~a 'de'ck chair as de?ned in claim 1, a second length 
of canvas'adapte‘d to'e'x'tend between ‘said uprights and 
transversely behind'the '?rs‘t'mention'ed‘ length of canvas, 
each endofv the‘ second'canvas having a row of socket por 
tions of‘ a plurality of snapltype fasteners secured‘the'reto 
and a row of stud portions seen-red thereto in spaced rela 
tion'to the socket (portions, vthe marginal'end portions of 
the second icanvasbeing adapted to be looped about the 
associated‘ uprights ‘with ‘the studs? engaged inthe ‘sockets 
to ?rmly seizure such'end portions to ‘the ‘stated uprights.‘ 

3. -In'a deck chair as defined in'yclaim 2, ‘a'third ‘length 
of canvas adapted ‘to extend between'said horizontal side 
members and transvers'elfbeneath‘ the ‘?rst mentioned 
canvas; each- end ‘of ‘the third" canvas having a row of 
socket portions of a ‘plurality ‘of ‘snap-type fasteners 
secured thereto and a row of stud portions secured ‘there' 
to in spaced relation ‘to the socket portion, the marginal 
end portions‘ of ithe mndtaav'as' being"adap_ted ‘t'o'be 
loopedv about the associated side members with'5thest'uds 
engaged ‘in the sockets to?rmIyse'cnre such end portions 
to the statedsidemembers' ‘ ' ' " K l I 
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